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Destination‐assisted jamming (DAJ) is usually used to protect confidential infor-

mation against untrusted relays and eavesdroppers in wireless networks. In this

paper, a DAJ‐based untrusted relay network with multiple antennas installed is

presented. To increase the secrecy, a joint optimization of beamforming and

power allocation at the source and destination is studied. A matched‐filter pre-

coder is introduced to maximize the cooperative jamming signal by directing

cooperative jamming signals toward untrusted relays. Then, based on generalized

singular‐value decomposition (GSVD), a novel transmitted precoder for confiden-

tial signals is devised to align the signal into the subspace corresponding to the

confidential transmission channel. To decouple the precoder design and optimal

power allocation, an iterative algorithm is proposed to jointly optimize the above

parameters. Numerical results validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Compared with other schemes, the proposed scheme shows significant improve-

ment in terms of security performance.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Owing to the openness and broadcasting nature of trans-
mission channels, wireless communications face more seri-
ous reliability and security challenges than wired
communications. In wireless communication systems, tradi-
tional encryption technologies [1] are commonly utilized to
ensure information security. However, the security provided
by finite‐length keys largely depends on the computation
capability of eavesdroppers. With the development of quan-
tum computers, this encryption method has a greater

possibility of being cracked [2]. From another point of
view, based on Shannon's information theory, physical
layer security utilizes the time‐varying nature and random-
ness of wireless channels to realize secure communications,
which has become a hot research topic in the field of wire-
less communications in recent years [3]. Wyner [4] first
proposed an eavesdropping channel model. Subsequently,
in [5], the secrecy rate was defined as the difference
between the rates of the legitimate and wiretap channels.
Enhancing the legitimate channel or suppressing the wire-
tap channel can benefit the maximization of the achievable
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secrecy rate, which could further improve the security per-
formance of communication transmissions.

1.1 | Literature review

Owing to the constraint of transmitting nodes with respect
to transmitting power and shadowing, cooperative relay
technology is introduced to expand coverage, improve
communication quality, and enhance the security perfor-
mance of the physical layer. The relay‐eavesdropper chan-
nel was studied in [6], which proved that the trusted relay
can effectively improve the secrecy capacity of the system.
In [7], Lai and others analyzed the impact of trusted relays’
locations on the secrecy capacity, and proposed an opti-
mized configuration of the best relay's location to achieve
the maximum secrecy capacity. In [8], Fan and others
quantified the impact of the correlated fading on the secure
communication in multiple amplify‐and‐forward (AF)
relaying networks. In [9], the impact of cochannel interfer-
ence on the secrecy capacity was further studied for multi-
ple AF relaying networks.

In the above literature, the relays are always assumed to
be trusted. However, in some scenarios, the relays may be
untrusted, resulting in severe security issues, especially in
cooperative networks [10,11]. Such untrusted relays attempt
to interpret the confidential information. Relay‐eavesdrop-
per channels with untrusted relays were studied in [12],
which proved that untrusted relays could still help to
enhance the network security, while guaranteeing the link
reliability. In [13], secure communication in a single‐user
untrusted relay network was analyzed from a capacity per-
spective, and a secure transmission mechanism was then
proposed based on opportunistic communication. Further-
more, when multiple relays were considered [14], the ana-
lytic formula and the lower bound of the ergodic secrecy
rate were derived in [15] using the extreme value theory.
In [16], a joint untrusted relay selection and power‐alloca-
tion scheme were proposed to enhance the physical layer
security in a cooperative network.

Moreover, when user nodes were equipped with multi-
ple antennas, beamforming can be introduced to enhance
the network security [17,18]. Beamforming vectors for a
source‐untrusted‐relay link [19] were optimized to improve
the system security performance for single‐hop relay net-
works. In [20], efficient algorithms were proposed to
jointly design the beamformers for both the source and
relay in two‐phase or three‐phase two‐way relay networks.
In [21], Xiong and others proposed a joint precoding
design for both the source and relay in a multiple‐antenna
cooperative network. However, in [21], to guarantee the
simplicity of the derivation and optimization, only one
symbol can be transmitted from the source without the full
utilization of the degrees‐of‐freedom (DoFs). Then, for

two‐hop multi‐relay networks in [22], the beamforming,
power allocation, and the selection of the untrusted relay
were analyzed in detail. The performance of fixed‐gain
beamforming in cooperative networks was studied in [23],
and the closed‐form expression was derived to determine
the probability of discontinuity. The influence of the beam-
forming design on the security performance with the
incomplete channel‐state information (CSI) was further
explored in [24].

Cooperative jamming is another technology used to
combat untrusted relays or eavesdroppers. Physical layer
security based on cooperative jamming was first studied in
[25], which theoretically proved that third‐party jamming
signals can effectively improve the network secrecy capac-
ity. Then, a destination‐assisted jamming (DAJ‐) based
secure transmission was devised in [26] for an untrusted
and energy‐harvesting relay network. In [27], a new
closed‐form solution was derived to determine the optimal
power allocation (OPA) between the base station and
mobile user with friendly jamming in two‐way untrusted
relay networks. Owing to the high complexity for the one‐
way transmission optimization, we plan the optimization
for two‐way transmission as an extension based on the
results in this paper. In [28], the power allocation and loca-
tions of confidential and jamming signals were analyzed in
detail in terms of network security performance. In [29],
the power allocation for multi‐relay nodes was studied. The
power‐weighting coefficients of decode‐and‐forward (DF)
and AF relay nodes were optimized to achieve the maxi-
mum secrecy capacity with a global power constraint. In
[30], the network model was extended to a multi‐antenna
network, and the corresponding cooperative jamming
scheme was presented. The power allocation for DAJ net-
works was studied in [31], where the destination acted as a
friendly cooperative jammer.

1.2 | Our contribution

In this paper, a DAJ‐based untrusted relay network is
considered in the case where multiple antennas are
installed at each node. As a special application, this tech-
nique can be used in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV‐)
[32,33] based relay network, where the relaying UAVs
may only be trusted for service levels and untrusted for
data levels. In 60‐GHz wireless personal area networks
(WPANs), all stations that are equipped with multiple
antennas are noncentralized [34]. In this case, the relaying
stations cannot be trusted for the transmission, where the
technique proposed in this paper can also be applied. To
achieve a maximum secrecy rate, beamforming and power
allocation at the source and destination should be jointly
optimized, which increases the computational complexity
of this work. To prevent the untrusted relay from
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interpreting confidential information, the destination is
required to maximize its cooperative jamming signals.
Given this consideration, a matched‐filter precoder is
introduced for cooperative jamming precoding. At the
source, the transmitted precoder design should consider
both source‐relay and source‐relay‐destination links. We
devised a novel transmitted precoder that is based on gen-
eralized singular‐value decomposition (GSVD), which
causes transmitted confidential signals to be located in the
range space of the source‐relay‐destination channel matrix,
while at the same time being orthogonal to the range
space of the source‐relay channel matrix. An OPA is fur-
ther studied to maximize the security performance. To
decouple the precoder design and OPA, an iterative algo-
rithm is then proposed to jointly optimize the above
parameters. In general, the key contributions of this work
can be summarized as follows:

• We devised a two-phase DAJ-based secure transmission
for multiple confidential symbols. The source transmits
the confidential signal to the untrusted relay, while the
destination transmits a cooperative jamming signal to
the untrusted relay. In this case, the security at the
untrusted relay is guaranteed and the secrecy rate for the
whole network is improved.

• We formulated an optimization problem to maximize
the achievable secrecy rate by jointly optimizing the pre-
coders of the source and destination as well as the
power allocation between the source and destination. A
novel beamforming is proposed based on GSVD to
focus the confidential signal. Moreover, the existence of
the OPA factor was carefully analyzed.

• An iterative algorithm is proposed to jointly optimize the
three parameters. In each iteration, the feasible solutions
are discussed in detail and selected. Numerical results
validate the quick convergence of the iterative algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the system model and formulates the optimization
problem. To maximize the secrecy rate, Section 3 derives
the precoders as well as the OPA factor for the source and
destination, which are further jointly optimized using an
iterative algorithm. Numerical results and discussions are
presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and future
works are given in Section 5.

Notations: Bold symbols in uppercase (X) and lower-
case letter (x) denote matrices and vectors, respectively.
|X|, XH, XT, rank(X), Tr(X), and X−1 denote the matrix
determinant, conjugate transpose, transpose, rank, trace,
and inverse, respectively. Eð�Þ represents the expected
value, while IM and diag(a, b, c), respectively, represent
the M �M identity matrix and diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are a, b, and c.

2 | SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
DEFINITION

This section shows the system model for the DAJ network,
and how it can be used to increase the secrecy perfor-
mance. Then, it presents the mathematical formula for opti-
mizing the power allocation to achieve the highest secrecy
rate.

2.1 | System model

It is assumed that a source node (S) intends to send a con-
fidential signal through the untrusted relay node (R) to the
destination (D) within two time slots, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. There is no direct communication link between S
and D because of long distance or shadowing. Considering
the DAJ network, in the first time slot, S transmits confi-
dential signals to R, and D simultaneously emits coopera-
tive jamming signals with the same frequency band to
prevent R from decoding the confidential signals. Then,
after receiving both signals in the first time slot, R ampli-
fies and forwards them in the second time slot (ie, R
works in AF mode).

In the distributed 60‐GHz WPAN, all stations are sym-
metrical with the same configurations [34]. Also consider-
ing the future extension to two‐way transmissions, S and
D have the same transmission capability. In this case, we
assume that the same number of antennas are installed at S
and D. Here, we assume that S and D both have Nt anten-
nas, while R is equipped with Nr antennas. The transmitted
signal vector from S can be expressed as xS = FSsS, where
sS 2 CL�1 is the modulated confidential symbol vector, and
FS 2 CNt�L denotes the transmitted precoding matrix. The
length of the confidential symbols, L, will be analyzed
later. To fully exploit the multiplexing gain, it is recom-
mended that L ≤ Nt ≤ Nr. However, the jamming signal is
emitted from D in the first time slot, which is defined as
xJ = FDsJ, where sJ 2 CNt�1 refers to the jamming symbol
vector, and FD 2 CNr�Nt denotes the jamming transmitted
precoding matrix.

As in [35,36], we also assume that there is another cen-
tralized master station (MS) in charge of gathering and dis-
tributing the CSI, calculating, and delivering the OPA for

ss xSFS FDxJ sJ

Nt NtNr
H G 

GH

First time slot
Second time slot

FIGURE 1 Signal transmission in two‐hop DAJ‐based untrusted
relay network
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both confidential and jamming signals at S and D. However,
this topic is beyond the scope of this paper. In this system,
equal power is assigned to each symbol at S and D, and let
� ∈ (0, 1) be the power‐allocation factor between confiden-
tial and jamming signals transmitted from S and D, respec-
tively, that is, E sSsSH½ � ¼ �P

Nt
IL, and E ½sJsJH� ¼ ð1��ÞPNt

INt ,
where P is the total power transmitted by S and D. Note that
� cannot take values at 0 and 1. When � = 0, the power of
transmitting confidential signals is 0, which cannot imple-
ment information communication; on the contrary, when
� = 1, the power of transmitting cooperative jamming sig-
nals is 0, which cannot interfere with the eavesdropping of
untrusted relays. The transmission for the above cases is not
suitable in practical applications.

Based on the above assumptions, in the first time slot,
the received Nr × 1 signal vector at R can be denoted as

yR ¼ HxS þGxJ þ nR
¼ HFSsS þGFDsJ þ nR;

(1)

where H and G 2 CNr�Nt are the multiple‐input multiple‐
output (MIMO) channel matrices from S to R, and from D
to R, respectively, and nR � CN ð0; �r

2INrÞ represents the
additive noise vector at R.

Note that the relay in our system model is considered to
be untrusted. In addition to the traditional relay functional-
ity, it tends to intercept the confidential signal. The overall
interference‐plus‐noise covariance matrix at untrusted R
is defined as QR ¼ ð1��ÞPNt

GFDFH
DG

H þ �r
2INr . Then, the

instantaneous rate at R is calculated as

RR ¼ log2 INr þ
�P
Nt

HFSFH
SH

H

����
� ð1� �ÞP

Nt
GFDFH

DG
H þ �r

2INr

� ��1�����
� log2 INr þ

�

1� �
HFSFH

SH
HðGFDFH

DG
HÞ�1

��� ���
¼ log2 INr þ

�

1� �
GFDFH

DG
H� ��1

2 HFSFH
S

���
� GFDFH

DG
H� ��1

2 H
� �H����

¼ log2 INr þ
�

1� �
SRFSFH

SS
H
R

��� ���;

(2)

where SR ¼ ðGFDFH
DG

HÞ�1
2 H and the second equation in

(2) results from the approximation with the assumption of
a high signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) for simplification. The
impact of this approximation is discussed and validated in
Section 4. Based on the above rate, if the untrusted relay
R has a relatively high rate to decode the confidential sig-
nals, the system becomes insecure.

In the second time slot, the relay amplifies yR with fixed
gain. Note that in some practical applications, the relay is set
up in advance, which has steady and sufficient power

provision. Therefore, to simplify our analysis, we do not con-
sider the power constraint at the relay. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that R retransmits the signals in all
directions in an equal manner and fixed unity gain. Then, the
received Nt × 1 signal vector at D is formulated as

yD ¼ GHHxS þGHGxJ þGHnR þ nD; (3)

where nD � CN ð0; �d
2INtÞ is the additive noise vector at

D, and GH denotes the channel matrix from R to D with
the assumption of channel duality [37]. As the MS is
responsible for distributing the channel information, the
CSI is perfectly known at D. Therefore, the second term in
(3) is considered as back‐propagating self‐interference of
D, which can be subtracted perfectly. Then, the instanta-
neous rate at D can be defined as

RD ¼ log2 INr þ
�P
Nt

�r
2GHGþ �d

2INt

� ��1
2 GHH

����
�FSFH

S �r
2GHGþ �d

2INt

� ��1
2 GHH

� �H����
¼ log2 INt þ

�P
Nt

SDFSFH
S S

H
D

����
����; ð4Þ

where SD ¼ ð�r
2GHGþ �d

2INtÞ�
1
2 GHH.

2.2 | Problem definition

In our scheme, we attempt to optimize the beamforming and
power allocation for confidential and cooperative jamming
signals to achieve secure transmission. From the perspective
of physical layer security as [38], secure transmission guar-
antees zero or small capability for R to interpret the confi-
dential signals, while verifying an achievable rate at D that
is as large as possible. In this way, we utilize the definition
of the secrecy rate in [38], which is formulated as

Rs ¼ 1
2
maxf0;RD � RRg; (5)

where Rs is non‐negative, and the coefficient is 1
2 because

the transmission requires two time slots.
In this paper, by jointly optimizing the beamforming

and power allocation, we aim to maximize the achievable
secrecy rate with the total power constraint [11]. This opti-
mization can thus be mathematically formulated as

max
�;FS;FD

Rs

s.t.: � 2 ð0; 1Þ
TrðFSFH

S Þ � Nt

TrðFDFH
DÞ � Nt

(6)

where the first constraint in (6) defines the power alloca-
tion for S and D, while the transmitted precoders for confi-
dential and cooperative jamming signals are constrained in
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the second and third constraints. Actually, it is a challeng-
ing task to jointly optimize beamforming and power alloca-
tion for one‐way secure transmission because the objective
function is unlikely to be a convex function [39]. Gener-
ally, the power allocation is a nontrivial problem because
the power allocation will affect the quality of both legiti-
mate and eavesdropped signals. Therefore, the optimization
problem is nonconvex, and there is no well‐known system-
atic approach for solving the optimization problem
instantly.

Using RD in (4) and RR in (2), the objective function in
(6) can be rewritten as

Rs ¼ 1
2
log2

INt þ �P
Nt
SDFSFH

SS
H
D

��� ���
INr þ �

1��SRFSFH
SS

H
R

�� �� ; (7)

where the max operation is not considered.

3 | JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF
BEAMFORMING AND POWER
ALLOCATION

From (6) and (7), the optimization problem in its original
form cannot be solved directly using traditional optimiza-
tion methods because the objective appears as nonconvex
[39], and �, FS, and FD are cross‐related. Therefore, we
proposed a four‐step solution that optimizes FD, FS, and �.
Then, by considering the correlation between the above
parameters, we finally introduce an iterative procedure to
achieve the near‐optimal solution.

3.1 | Optimization of FD

In the DAJ system, FD was designed to increase the coop-
erative jamming signal emitted from D in order to prevent
untrusted relay R from interpreting the confidential signals.
As is commonly known, matched‐filter precoding can max-
imize the received SNR; here, we thus utilized the
matched‐filter precoder to design FD in order to concentrate
the jamming signal to R, that is, FD = GH. In this case,
from (2), the objective function can then be converted into

Rs ¼ 1
2
log2

INt þ �P
Nt
SDFSFH

SS
H
D

��� ���
INr þ �

1��SRFSFH
SS

H
R

��� ��� ; (8)

where SR ¼ ðGGHGGHÞ�1
2 H.

3.2 | Optimization of FS

From the expression for Rs in (8), we can observe that the
transmitted precoder, FS, is located in both the nominator

and the denominator. From the understanding of the sub-
space, to maximize the division in (8), FS should be
focused to the subspace spanned by the column of SD, and
at the same time, be orthogonal to the subspace spanned
by the column of SR. With this subspace consideration,
GSVD is a powerful tool in the design of the precoder
[40–42]. Using GSVD, the covariances SD and SR can be
simultaneously diagonalized as

SD ¼ UΣDKH

SR ¼ VΣRKH
; (9)

where U 2 CNt�Nt and V 2 CNr�Nr are both unitary matrices,
ΣD 2 RNt�Nt and ΣR 2 CNr�Nt are diagonal matrices, and
K 2 CNt�Nt is a common unitary matrix for SD and SR. Note
that one of the most important properties for GSVD is

ΣT
DΣD þ ΣT

RΣR ¼ INt ; (10)

where the diagonal elements of ΣD, ηd,1, …, �d;Nt , are
arranged in increasing order, that is, 0 ≤ ηd,1 ≤ ··· ≤
�d;Nt ≤ 1, while the elements of ΣR, ηr,1, …, �r;Nr , are
arranged in decreasing order, that is, 1 ≥ ηd,1 ≥ ··· ≥
�r;Nr ≥ 0. Therefore, the objective problem in (8) can be
reformulated as

Rs ¼ 1
2
log2

INt þ �P
Nt
UΣDKHFSFH

SKΣDUH
��� ���
INr þ �

1��VΣRKHFSFH
SKΣRVH

�� ��

¼ 1
2
log2

U INt þ �P
Nt
ΣDKHFSFH

SKΣD

� �
UH

��� ���
V INr þ �

1��ΣRKHFSFH
SKΣR

� �
VH

�� ��

¼ 1
2
log2

INt þ �P
Nt
ΣDKHFSFH

SKΣD

��� ���
INr þ �

1��ΣRKHFSFH
SKΣR

�� �� ;

(11)

where the last equation is based on the determinant prop-
erty that similar matrices have the same determinant. By
designing FS = (KH)−1, the numerator and denominator
are converted to diagonal matrices. After some simple cal-
culations, the secrecy rate in (11) can be directly formu-
lated as

Rs ¼ 1
2
log2

YNt

i¼1
1þ

�P
Nt
�2d;i � �

1�� �
2
r;i

1þ �
1�� �

2
r;i

 !

¼ 1
2

XNt

i¼1
log2 1þ

�P
Nt
�2d;i � �

1�� �
2
r;i

1þ �
1�� �

2
r;i

 !
:

(12)

From (12), maximizing the achievable secrecy rate can
be implemented by only selecting the items with positive
rates. Furthermore, from (10), singular values in ΣD and
ΣR are, respectively, arranged in descending and ascending
order. These characteristics allow us to perform selection
operations on (KH)−1. Denote ðKHÞ�1 ¼ ðk1; � � � ; kM ;
� � � ; kNtÞ where ki 2 CNt�1 denotes the ith column of
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(KH)−1 for i = 1, …, Nt. With the constraint of positive
rate, we have �P

Nt
�2d;i >

�
1�� �

2
r;i, that is, �2d;i >

Nt
ð1��ÞP �

2
r;i. If

�2d;M > Nt
ð1��ÞP �

2
r;M and �2d;M�1 � Nt

ð1��ÞP �
2
r;M�1, only the right

L = Nt − M + 1 columns of (KH)−1 are selected as the
precoder, F	S, based on the above analysis. In this case, F	S
can be formulated as

F	S ¼ kM ; � � � ; kNtð Þ: (13)

Using (13), we can further simplify the secrecy rate as

Rs ¼ 1
2

XNt

i¼M
log2 1þ

�P
Nt
�2d;i � �

1�� �
2
r;i

1þ �
1�� �

2
r;i

 !
: (14)

3.3 | Optimization of α

When 0 < � < 1, RS is a convex function with respect to α,
whose proof can be found in the Appendix. Therefore, there
must exist an optimum of �, �opt to maximize the achiev-
able secrecy rate. Considering the convex property of Rs,
the OPA �opt can be obtained by solving dRs

d� ¼ 0, where the
first‐order derivative of RS in (14) with respect to � is
shown as

dRs

d�
¼ 1

2 log 2
�

XNt

i¼M

P
Nt
�2d;i

1þ �P
Nt
�2d;i
� �2r;i

ð1� �Þ2 þ �ð1� �Þ�2r;i

 !
:

(15)

3.4 | Iterative procedure for the joint
optimization

From Section 3.2, we find that the value of � will impact
the number of selected columns. On the contrary, from
Section 3.3, the OPA �opt is influenced by the number of
selected columns. These two parameters, F	S and �opt, have
across relationship. To jointly optimize FS and �, an itera-
tive algorithm is thus devised to maximize the secrecy rate.
The iterative algorithm to solve the optimization problem
(6) is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Joint BF and OPA for DAJ scheme.

1. Initialize power‐allocation factor, �0 = 0.5. Let k be the counter
of iterations, which varies from 1 to N. N is the maximum number
of iterations, and usually has a value of 10. Furthermore, let �k be
the calculated power allocation after the kth iteration;

2. Based on matched‐filter precoders, construct the cooperative
jamming precoders FD = GH.

3. Using GSVD to jointly decompose SD and SR in (9) to find K.

for k = 1 : N do

L �2d;i
Nt

ð1��k�1ÞP �
2
r;i;

Construct F	S with K and L as (13);

�k  RootsfdRs

d� ¼ 0g;
if |�k − �k–1| ≤ " then

//where ε is a sufficiently small positive number that
determines the accuracy of the iterative optimization result.
Here, we set ε = 0.01;

Break;

end if

end for

3.5 | Complexity analysis

Here, we analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1. The
dominated computational complexity attributes to GSVD
operation and optimum searching with (15). From [42],
the computational complexity of the GSVD operation is
OððNt þ NrÞ � N2

t Þ. In this study, we assume that the
searching step for the optimum with (15) is Δ� = 0.001
Then, its computational complexity is (6 × (Nt − M + 1)
× 1,000 × N) in multiplication operations, where N
denotes the maximum number of iterations and the num-
ber 6 represents six multiplication operations for one‐step
searching.

3.6 | Special cases

In this subsection, to further show the superiority of our
proposed scheme, we discuss a different power‐allocation
scheme, namely AF relaying with equal power allocation
(AF‐EPA). In this case, the confidential and cooperative
jamming signals are transmitted with equal power, that is,
� = 0.5. Substituting � = 0.5 into (12), we obtain the
achievable secrecy rate as

REPA
s ¼ 1

2
log2

YNt

i¼M
1þ

P
2Nt

�2d;i � �2r;i

1þ �2r;i

 !
: (16)

Note that in (16), the parameter M is selected with Nt −
M + 1, and Nt − M + 1 represents the number of singular
values satisfying P

2Nt
�2d;i 
 �2r;i. Equal power allocation does

not consider the difference in channels; therefore, some
performance loss will exist as expected.

4 | SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present some numerical results to validate
our proposed algorithm. Assume that the elements of the
channel matrices, H and G, are all complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and unit variances. For each
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simulation, we use 10,000 independent realizations of the
fading channels. The antenna configuration at the source S,
the relay R, and the destination D is represented as (Nt, Nr,
Nt). Moreover, in all simulations, we configure Nr > Nt to
guarantee full multiplexing gain, and we utilize a matched‐
filter precoder to beamform the cooperative jamming signal
in order to secure the confidential signal at the untrusted
relay.

Figure 2 compares the secrecy rates of different transmit-
ted precoders with antenna configuration (6, 8, 6). For com-
parison, we introduce two transmitted precoders, an equal
BF to emit the confidential signals in all directions, and a
random BF to beamform the transmitted signal in a random
direction. From Figure 2, the proposed scheme precoder
provides the highest secrecy rate at all values of SNRs,
while a random BF has the lowest one because its beam-
forming may result in no signal arriving at the destination.
Compared with equal BF, the focalization of our proposed
beamforming benefits the improvement of secrecy rate.
Besides, we also simulate the impact of the approximation
of neglecting �r

2INr in (2) in Section 2. We can find that
the approximation introduces a negligible error on the per-
formance regardless of whether the SNR is high or low.

Figures 3 and 4 compare the achievable secrecy rates for
different SNR levels and different values of Nt, respectively.
We observe that the secrecy rate increases with increases of
SNR or Nt. This improvement can be attributed to the fact
that a larger number of antennas at S and D, that is, larger
DoFs, help to form a narrower and more precise beam direc-
ted to R with higher gain. Specifically, the channel gains for
H and G increase with the increase in Nt. In (1), the signals
received by R from S and D become stronger at the same
time, but the SNR at R does not change significantly, and
thus little improvement of the rate can be realized at R.

Furthermore, from (3), the jamming signal at D from itself is
eliminated through self‐interference cancellation. Therefore,
the SNR at D will increase by fully exploiting the channel
gains of both H and G, which results in the increase in the
rate at D. Then, from (5), the total secrecy rate of the system
will increase eventually.

Figures 5 and 6 show the achievable secrecy rates for
different SNRs and different values of Nr when Nt = 6. In
this case, the secrecy rate decreases with an increase in Nr.
The eavesdropping ability of the untrusted relay is
improved with an increase in Nr; then, the rate at R will
increase. Meanwhile, in the second time slot transmission,
there is no beamforming design for R because the relay is
untrusted. Therefore, there is no significant or small
increase in the secrecy rate at D. Consequently, from (5),
the secrecy rate of the system decreases.
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In Figure 7, we compare the secrecy rates of our pro-
posed OPA scheme, AF‐EPA, and the power allocation cal-
culated in [31] with the proposed optimized BF for the
antenna configuration (6, 8, 6). In [31], Kuhestani et al.
proposed an OPA for a one‐way cooperative jamming net-
work with maximum‐ratio transmission (MRT) beamform-
ing. However, the MRT beamforming was applied only at
the source to maximize the received SNR with low com-
plexity [43]. From Figure 7, it can be easily concluded that
our proposed OPA and beamforming scheme has superior
performance. One reason for the superiority is that the pro-
posed beamforming was applied at both the source and the
destination. Another reason is that we used GSVD to
devise a novel transmitted precoder at the source to focus
the beam, which could result in an improvement over

MRT beamforming. Actually, our improvement is at the
cost of increased complexity for the precoding design.
When considering the AF‐EPA scheme with equal power
allocation, we determine that our proposed scheme with
OPA can achieve a gain in terms of the secrecy rate.

In Figure 8, we first show the convergence of Algo-
rithm 1 for a given channel realization at different SNRs,
such as 0 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB, and 30 dB, when Nt = 6 and
Nr = 8. In each simulation, the channels are randomly gen-
erated. From Figure 8, the power‐allocation factor �

quickly converges to the optimal values after only 3‐4 iter-
ations. Besides, the optimal values converge more quickly
as the SNRs increase. At small SNRs, the impact of large
noise on α requires more iterations to be smoothed. Specif-
ically, in Figure 9, we show the convergences of Algorithm
1 for 100 randomly generated channel realizations at
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SNR = 10 dB. From Figure 9, we can see that the value of
α will vary on a small scale for different channel realiza-
tions and with a similar trend.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

This paper considers two‐hop untrusted relay networks with
multiple antennas installed, where DAJ is used to protect
the confidential information from being interpreted by an
untrusted relay. To achieve the twofold improvement in the
rate and security, we jointly optimize the beamforming and
power allocation between both the confidential signal from
the source and the cooperative jamming signal from the
destination. A matched‐filter precoder was first designed to
maximize the jamming signal. Then, the transmitted pre-
coder is newly devised based on GSVD, which makes a
confidential signal be located in the subspace of the
source‐relay‐destination link; meanwhile, it is orthogonal to
the subspace of the source‐relay link. An OPA is further
studied to maximize the security performance. To decouple
the precoder design and OPA, an iterative algorithm is then
proposed to jointly optimize the above parameters. The
numerical results were presented to validate the efficiency
and improvement of the proposed scheme. In future work,
we will extend this work to two‐way untrusted relay net-
works.
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APPENDIX A

THE PROOF OF CONVEX
CHARACTERISTICS OF RS

In this part, we will confirm that Rs is a convex function.
From (14), we have

Rs ¼ 1
2
log2

Y
i¼M;...;Nt

1þ
�P
Nt
�2d;i � �

1�� �
2
r;i

1þ �
1�� �

2
r;i

 !

¼ 1
2

XNt

i¼M
log2 1þ
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XNt
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log2 1þ

�ð1��ÞP
Nt

�2d;i � ��2r;i

1� �þ ��2r;i

 !
:

(A1)

Considering 0 < � < 1 in (6) and 0 ≤ ηr,i ≤ 1 in (10), we
have the denominator of each summarized item in (A1),
1� �� ��2r;1 ¼ 1� ð1� �2r;1Þ� > 0. Consequently, Rs is a
continuous function of α in its interval (0, 1).

The first‐order derivative of Rs with respect to � can be
calculated as

dRs

d�
¼ 1

2 log 2

�
XNt

i¼M

P
Nt
�2d;i

1þ �P
Nt
�2d;i
� �2r;i
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 !
:

(A2)

Then, the second‐order derivative of Rs with respect to α is
further computed as

d2Rs

d�2 ¼
1

2log2
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(A3)
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where CiðxÞ ¼ Ci
1x

2 þ Ci
2xþ Ci

3; x ¼ P
Nt
�2d;i and

Ci
i ¼ ��4�4r;i þ ½2�2ð�� 1Þ þ 2�ð�� 1Þ3��2r;i
� ð1� �Þ4;

Ci
2 ¼ 2��2r;i½ð1� �2r;iÞð2�� 1Þ � 1�;

Ci
3 ¼ �2r;i½ð1� �2r;iÞð2�� 1Þ � 1�:

(A4)

From (A4), we have

Ci
2 ¼ 2�Ci

3: (A5)

Because 0 < � < 1, it is obvious that Ci
1 < 0. By per-

forming some simple calculations of Ci
2, we then have

Ci
2 ¼ 2��2r;i½ð1� �2r;iÞð2�� 1Þ � 1�
¼ 2��2r;iðkiz� 1Þ
¼ 2��2r;iC22ðki; zÞ;

(A6)

where C22(ki, z) = kiz − 1, ki ¼ 1� �2r;i, z = 2� − 1.
Because 0 < � < 1 and 0 ≤ ηr,i ≤ 1, we have −1 < z < 1
and 0 ≤ ki ≤ 1, respectively. We discuss the values of
C22(ki, z) with the following two cases of ηr,i.

• When ηr,i = 1, then ki = 0. Thus, we have C22(ki, z) =
−1 < 0.

• When 0 ≤ ηr,i < 1, then ki ≥ 0. In this case, C22(ki, z) is
a monotone increasing function of z. In the interval of z,
(−1, 1), there exits C22ðki; zÞ < C22ðki; zÞjz¼1 ¼
ki � 1 ¼ ��2r;i � 0.

From the above analysis, in general, we have
C22(ki, z) < 0. Furthermore, from (A6), we have Ci

2 � 0.
From (A5), we also have Ci

3 � 0.
For x ¼ P

Nt
�2d;i and 0 ≤ ηr,i < 1, we have x ≥ 0. Consid-

ering Ci
1 < 0, Ci

2 � 0, and Ci
3 � 0, we have

CiðxÞ � Ci
3 � 0 based on the definition of Ci(x). In (A3),

the denominator of each summarized item is larger than 0,
while the nominator of each summarized item, Ci(x), is
nonpositive. Moreover, it is impossible for all Ci(x)s to be
equal to zero. Therefore, we can have the second‐order
derivative with respective of �, d

2
Rs

d�2 < 0.
When considering both the continuous characteristics of

Rs and its negative second‐order derivative (ie, d
2
Rs

d�2 < 0),
we conclude that Rs is convex for � ∈ (0, 1).
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